Resources and Guides
How to Use the TSBA
District Data Dashboard

tsbadatadashboard.com
Overview
The TSBA District Data Dashboard has two primary sections that display labor market data: 1) What does your
community look like? and 2) What and where are the jobs in your region? Each section presents specific information
related to local labor market exploration.

What does your community look like?
•

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of
each school district, including basic district facts, local
population information, and top career clusters.

What and where are jobs in your region?
•

This section offers detailed labor market information
for each career cluster. The data presented for each
cluster pertains to the local workforce region for each
district.

What does your community look like?
In the “What does your community look like?” an introduction page will appear that gives a brief summary of the
purpose and function of the LMI reports. Use the dropdown menu to select a district and then click “GO.”
Note: The option to select multiple school districts is available with multi-district access.

Select a school
district.
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After selecting a district, an overview page will be shown that provides a summary of basic district facts, as well as
population information (age, gender, race, etc.).
The population information is specific to each individual school district. If district level information is not available, a
notice will appear at the top of the profile and information will be displayed for the county in which the district resides.

Included in the district
overview are images and
a detailed description of
the local labor shed for
each school district.
A labor shed is simply
defined as the
geographic region that
represents the area
where individuals live
and work. A labor shed
analysis can aid in
understanding where a
labor market draws its
commuting workers.

The orange outline indicates school
district boundaries.
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Each blue point represents the home or
work address for each working individual
living near the school district.
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The district overview will conclude with a summary of the top five career clusters for the district’s workforce region(s).
The top five clusters are sorted by annual openings, median wages, and projected new jobs.
It is recommended that all three indicators (openings, wages, and growth) be taken into account when determining
high-value career clusters. Growing clusters with multiple annual openings, as well as a living wage, offer the most
viable career opportunities for individuals seeking employment.
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A Note About Workforce Regions
Most states are divided into workforce regions
(also referred to as Local Workforce Development
Areas – LWDAs) where local workforce needs are
monitored and supported through region-specific
programs and services. For each workforce region,
labor market information is collected to determine
economic demand and workforce supply. This
information provides a critical foundation for identifying
methods of supporting employee needs and stimulating
economic development.

Tennessee’s Workforce Regions

Workforce regions are typically the smallest areas from which labor market information is collected. Gathering information from
specific counties or districts is often too restrictive and noninformative, especially for rural communities and small towns where
employment data is limited. Furthermore, a regional level of analysis can more accurately reflect the full-range of employment
opportunities available to individuals who are able to commute beyond their immediate areas.
In the TSBA District Data Dashboard, LMI for career clusters (annual openings, median wages, etc.) is displayed for the workforce
region(s) in which each district is located. The specific workforce region for each school district is specified in the labor shed
summary available in the district overview (see What does my community look like?). This is helpful to note when reviewing the
career cluster information displayed for each district.

What and where are the jobs in your
region?
In the “What and where are the jobs in your
region?” section, a page will appear with the
opportunity to select a specific career cluster.
Selecting a cluster will focus the labor market
information on a particular cluster. This
provides the opportunity to explore high-value
occupations within individual clusters.

Select a Career Cluster
to explore.
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A Note About Career Clusters and Classification of Occupations
•

The sixteen career clusters displayed in the system are consistent with the National Career Clusters Framework (the
classification system most commonly used in schools and state agencies). For more information about the National Career
Clusters Framework, please visit careertech.org/career-clusters.

•

There are different methods of classifying occupations into career clusters. In this system, occupations are classified into
clusters using the Perkins IV Crosswalk Table 6. This crosswalk can be downloaded at careertech.org/crosswalks.

Once a cluster is selected, a page will appear that presents labor market information for that cluster. The geographic
region the information applies to will depend on the school district that is selected.
When All School Districts is selected, the information will apply to the entire state.
When a specific school district is selected, the information will apply to the district’s workforce region(s).

All School Districts = LMI is
displayed for the entire state
Specific School District = LMI is
displayed for the district’s
workforce region(s)
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There are various interactive functions available in the tables that allow searches to be customized around key focus
areas and questions of interest. Simply clicking on dropdown menus or table headings will focus and sort the
information around specific search needs.

Easily move between
clusters by selecting
different clusters from the
dropdown menu.
Access LMI for a specific
district’s workforce region
by selecting the district in
the dropdown menu.

Identifying high-wage, high-demand, and high-skill occupations within clusters can be accomplished by sorting
information displayed in the tables. Clicking on column headings will sort the data from highest to lowest.

High-Demand

High-Wage

High-Skill

Click on the Annual Openings
heading to reveal occupations
with the most openings expected
each year.

Click on the Median Wages
heading to reveal occupations
with the highest wages.

Click on the Job Zone/Education
heading to reveal occupations with
the most advanced educational
requirements. Higher numbers
signify more preparation needed.
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Occupations can also be identified as high-growth, which can be an additional indicator of high-demand. The number of
projected new jobs and growth rates are common statistics used to assess job growth.
Projected New Jobs = the projected numerical change in job openings over a period of time (typically ten years)
Growth Rate = percent change in employment expected over a period of time (typically ten years)
Note: Growth rates can be deceiving. A small percentage suggests small growth. But, in a large occupation, even a 2%
growth rate can mean numerous additional job openings. Likewise, a large percentage can suggest large growth. But, in
a small occupation (say with only 50 jobs), a 50% change could amount to only a handful of additional job openings.

High-Growth
Click on the Projected New Jobs or
Growth Rate to reveal occupations
with the highest projected growth.

Career pathways can also be sorted alphabetically. This will group similar pathways together, allowing for occupations
associated with specific pathways to be explored. Demand, wages, and growth for pathways can also be examined.

Career Pathways
Click on the Pathway heading to sort pathways
alphabetically and group similar pathways together.
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Below the cluster table is a list of career pathways that
correspond to the selected cluster. A description of each
pathway is provided, along with a detailed list of
secondary CTE courses associated with the pathway.

Click the arrow next to
the pathway to see the
pathway description and
secondary CTE courses.

A comprehensive list of programs of study related to the selected career cluster appears under the pathways. The
corresponding CIP code for each program is listed next to the program title. Descriptions of each program can be found
at the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).
PROGRAMS OF STUDY
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Printing Reports
The system generates printable PDF reports that summarize the information displayed on the screen. Simply click the
Download/Print links to instantly generate documents that can be saved, printed, and shared. These links will typically
be located at the top of pages or tables.

Click on Download/Print
links to generate printable
reports that summarize
information presented on
the screen.
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Help and Support
If you encounter difficulties or develop questions at any time while using the system, our team is here to help. Simply
locate links at the top and bottom of the page to contact us. Questions will be answered as quickly as possible, typically
within 24 hours.

Click on Contact or Help links to
submit questions and resolve
difficulties in using the system.
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